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Object-Action Complexes (OACs)

Motivation
A humanoid robot operating in a real-world domain typically
requires a collection of decision making and control mechanisms,
combining low-level sensorimotor systems with high-level
action/reasoning engines. Building such systems requires
overcoming the theoretical and practical challenges that arise
from integrating such diverse components in a single framework.

ARMAR humanoid robot platform
Our system uses the ARMAR humanoid robot
platform [1] featuring a 7-degree-of-freedom (DOF)
head with foveated vision, a 3-DOF torso, two
7-DOF arms, and two
5-finger hands, each
with tactile sensors
and 8 DOFs. ARMAR
also includes a number
of sensorimotor
processes that enable it
to act autonomously in
complex environments.
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Task planning and execution are connected using ObjectAction Complexes (OACs) [2], a universal representation
usable at all levels of a cognitive architecture. OACs
combine ideas from STRIPS, the object/situation-oriented
concept of affordance, and logical formalisms like the
event calculus. Planning-level operators and robot-level
tasks/skills are modelled using OACs.

System architecture and component interaction

Planning with Knowledge and Sensing (PKS)
High-level plans are built using PKS [3], a conditional
planner that operates with
incomplete information
and sensing actions.
PKS operates at the
"knowledge level" by
explicitly modelling
what the planner knows,
and does not know,
during plan generation.

The Ice (Internet Communications Engine) middleware facilitates
the exchange of information between system levels/components.

Using OACs for task planning and execution: loading the dishwasher
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object(?o)
location(?l)
hand(?h)
¬toppled(?o)
robotLocation=?l
objLocation(?o,?l)
gripperEmpty(?h)

ingripper(?o,?h)
¬gripperEmpty(?h)
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High-level OAC representation of grasp(?o,?l,?h)

Update state/OAC

Generate plan,
replan, continue,
or resense

Transmit action

place-upright(cup1,sideboard,righthand)
grasp(cup1,sideboard,righthand)
move(sideboard,dishwasher)
open(dishwasher,lefthand)
put-in(cup1,dishwasher,righthand)
close(dishwasher,righthand)
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